
Cosmetics Edition

3 STEPS TO PERSONALIZING 
PRODUCTS & MESSAGING TO 
CAPITALIZE ON POTENTIAL 
CUSTOMERS

Compete with disruptive brands that 
steal market share by using connected 
data and multi-layered insights 

01Identify the Size of Your Potential 
Audience Based on Loyalty Segmentation

Step 01

Let’s take a look at the cosmetics 
category for mass merchandise through 
the eyes of Revlon® as an example. 

Takeaways

Revlon has an opportunity to acquire 35% of current category purchasers from its competitors by understanding 
the Competitor’s Flight Risks, or the customers who can potentially be acquired.

Revlon’s Loyals Revlon’s
Flight Risks

Competitors’
Flight Risks

Competitors’
Loyals Rejectors

Purchase a Competitor 
Most Often & Rate

It Highly

OR

Don’t Consider Revlon

Purchase a Competitor 
Most Often & Don’t 

Rate It Highly

PLUS

Consider Revlon

Purchase Revlon
Most Often & Don’t 

Rate It Highly

63% of Revlon 
Customers

Purchase Revlon
Most Often & Rate 

It Highly

37% of Revlon 
Customers

Respondents Who 
Say They Will Never 

Purchase Revlon

Potential Switchers
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Revlon’s Loyalty Segmentation

02Understand How They’re Different 
from the Category As a Whole

Step 02

Make sure you’re highlighting the right product features 
and benefits to speak directly to this potential audience.

Price (106)

Color (109)

Quality (107)

Previous Experience
with the Brand (118)

Ease of Use / Application (108)

Product Benefits
(e.g., lengthening mascara) (113)

Fits My Style (104)

Longevity (105)

Skin Care Properties (105)

Availability of the Product (111)

82%

74%

72%

58%

55%

51%

50%

44%

43%

41%

% of Competitors’ Flight Risks Who 
Chose Purchase Consideration

Over-Indexes Versus Overall Category(>100)

Top Purchase Considerations

Purchase Triggers

TINY BUT MIGHTY
Won't impact as many people but worth doing if easily addressed

SMALL AND INCONSEQUENTIAL
Don't focus your time or energy on these

BIG OPPORTUNITIES
Focus your time and energy on these

RED HERRINGS
Won't have much of an impact and can lead to wasted resources

Low Power

Big Size

High Power

Small Size

I try to stay on top 
of the latest trends

I needed this product 
for a special occasion

I had a bad experience 
with another product

The sales person 
recommended this product

I hadn't seen this product 
before and wanted to try it

Reviews online

I ran out of this product

I saw an advertisement on TV / online / in 
a magazine that made me want to buy

I wanted to try something new

I tried a sample and liked it

Recommendation from 
friends or family

I had a coupon for this product

There was an in-store 
promotion on this product

More Than Once per Week

Less Often Than Once per Month

Once per Week

Once per Month

More Often Than Once per Month, 
but Less Than Once per Week

Purchase Frequency

4%

Competitors’ 
Flight Risks

6%

33%

28%

29%

Takeaways

The Competitors’ Flight Risks care mostly about functional aspects, so Revlon should ensure their products 
and messaging meet these drivers.

Online reviews and makeup trends have less power to impact them, so focusing on functional benefits such 
as durability, availability, color, and quality may be more important than flash or excitement.

Because the potential audience buys makeup less frequently and maintains a more practical perspective on 
why they purchase what they do, Revlon should focus messaging products' efficacy for single applications 
lasting all day. Messaging themselves as being for a practical consumer who doesn't buy makeup "just to 
buy it" should resonate emotionally with this audience.

03Know How & Where 
to Reach Them

Step 03

This helps you understand what content this audience finds 
relevant, as well as what channels or platforms you can use 
to engage with them. 

Social Media
(Facebook, Twitter, etc.) (91)72%

Search
(Google, Yahoo, etc.) (88)64%

eCommerce
(Amazon.com, Walmart.com, etc.) (82)46%

Music Streaming
(Pandora, Spotify, etc.) (96)46%

Video Streaming
(Netflix, Hulu, etc.) (71)41%

Local News (102)41%

Celebrity/Gossip (140)28%

Political News (116)26%

General News (72)26%

Reviews (79)23%

Facebook (99)85%

YouTube (100)73%

Pinterest (112)52%

Instagram (92)47%

Snapchat (94)35%

Google+ (92)34%

Twitter (98)32%

LinkedIn (109)19%

WhatsApp (92)13%

% of Competitors’ Flight Risks Higher Index Versus Overall Category(>120)

Lower Index Versus Overall Category(≤80)

Over-Indexes Versus Overall Category(>100)

Online Presence Social Media Usage

Takeaways

Online news, both local and political, is consumed most frequently, which tracks with this audience’s focus 
on practicality over trendiness.

This audience over-indexes on channels like LinkedIn and Pinterest—again, more known for functional uses 
such as professional development and DIY projects—and under-indexes on social media channels like Facebook.

Takeaways

Revlon would have more success targeting this audience, who again shops infrequently compared to the 
category, at big box stores, where customers may be purchasing makeup alongside non-cosmetic products.

Once the Competitors’ Flight Risks are converted from their non-Revlon brands, there could be an 
opportunity to increase touchpoints for sale by researching this audience further to understand their most 
common (non-makeup) retailers. Revlon could then advertise alongside the non-cosmetic products this 
audience may buy more frequently.

Big Box Department Store

Purchase Locations: Brick-and-Mortar

Once per Month
(Competitors’ Flight Risks)

80%

18%

Less Often Than Once per Month
(Competitors’ Flight Risks)

72%

9%

Total
(Category Audience)

76%

24%

Quick Recap: 

The Path to Personalizing 
Products & Messaging to 
Capitalize on Potential 
Customers
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Identify the Size of Your Potential 
Audience Based on Loyalty Segmentation

Understand How They’re Different 
from the Category As a Whole

Know How and Where 
to Reach Them  
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Check out our first cosmetics edition infographic, 
where we talk more about acquiring customers 
from competitors.

In Case You Missed It

See Infographic
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https://www.gutcheckit.com/
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https://www.facebook.com/GutCheckIt/
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